Preset dictionaries for Huffman codes are used effectively in fax transmission and JPEG encoding. A natural extension is to allow multiple preset dictionaries instead of just one. We show, however, that finding optimal multiple preset dictionaries for Huffman and LZ77-based compression schemes is NP-hard.
Introduction
Preset dictionaries are often used to improve compression. For example, with standard two-pass Huffman coding, one generally sends a table describing the encoding, or a dictionary, that allows the decoder to determine the appropriate code words for each alphabet symbol. Instead, if similar transmissions occur on a repeated basis, a preset dictionary can be set in advance to avoid the cost of computing and transmitting an explicit dictionary each time. Avoiding memory and computation costs for dictionary computation may be useful even if it yields slighltly worse compression. Preset dictionaries may also yield improved compression results when the cost of sending an explicit dictionary would be more than the gain the explicit dictionary would yield over the preset dictionary. This situation may occur when documents are short and a suitably effective preset dictionary can be found. Preset dictionaries arise in for example fax transmission and JPEG encoding (41.
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A natural extension to this idea is to allow multiple preset dictionaries. Flag bits at the beginning,of a file can be used to denote which (if any) preset dictionary to use. Allowing multiple dictionaries intuitively should improve compression by providing more flexibility. Such an idea is quite natural; indeed, the ZLIB library, designed for LZ77-based compression, allows for multiple preset dictionaries [l] . The tradeoff is that more space is required to store the preset dictionaries, and more computation is required to test which dictionary should be used for compression. Note that this additional computation is required only at the compression end, and is easily parallelized.
In this paper, we relate the problem of finding optimal multiple preset dictionaries to the model of segmentation problems introduced in [3] . This connection between a simple compression problem and a natural economics problem may be interesting in its own right. In the spirit of these results, we refer to problems related to finding multiple preset dictionaries as compression segmentation problems. Using this connection, we show that natural compression segmentation problems for Huffman trees and LZ77-based compression are NP-hard.
The catalog segmentation problem
The problem of finding optimal families of preset dictionaries is related to the segmentation problems defined by Kleinberg, Papadimitriou, and Raghavan. The canonical segmentation problem is the catalog segmentation problem, which we first describe informally. A seller can send a catalog to all customers in its database. Only r items can be advertised in a catalog. Given previous history, the seller can exactly tell which people will buy which items. The goal is to maximize the number of sales. If the seller could create just one catalog, the optimal solution would be to include the r most popular items. Even though the catalog segmentation problem is NP-hard, it can be solved in polynomial time for any fixed r and k , since there are only (la) possible catalogs.
Although in [3] the authors say that the catalog segmentation problem (and several natural variants) are NP-hard, complete proofs are not given. For completeness we offer our own simple proof of Theorem 1, suggested to us by Steve Lumetta, below. We then reduce the catalog segmentation problem to the problems of finding optimal multiple preset dictionaries for Huffman coding and Lempel-Ziv coding, thereby showing that these problems are NPhard. For convenience for the remainder of the paper we focus on the case where k = 2, although our results are easily generalized to other values of k.
Theorem 2 T h e catalog segmentation problem is NP-hard f o r k = 2.
Proof: We reduce from the well-known NP-hard problem Graph Bisection [2] : given a graph G = (V, E ) with an even number of vertices, split V into two disjoint sets VI and V2 with IVll = IV2l = IVl/2 such that the number of edges adjacent to both VI and is minimized. We' turn an instance of simple graph bisection into a catalog segmentation problem as follows. For each vertex, create a corresponding item. If d is the maximum degree of the graph, create for each item d + 1 customers who want to purchase only that item. For each edge, create a customer that wants to purchase only those two items corresponding to the vertices adjacent to that edge. Now suppose we can have r = IVl/2 items in each catalog. It it easy to see that the optimal pair of catalogs must contain all /VI items. Otherwise, some item appears in both catalogs, but since the maximum degree of the graph is d replacing one copy of the repeated item by some item that does not appear improves the number of items sold. Because the optimal pair of catalogs contains all ]VI items, we may conclude that it also provides a bisection that minimizes the number of edges crossing from Vl to V2. This completes the reduction. 0
Huffman coding
We now define the Huffman code segmentation problem. We are given a collection of documents D1, D2,. . . , D, over an alphabet E. Finding an optimal sequence of Huffman code word lengths over C to compress these documents is trivial; it simply requires summing the character frequencies over all of the documents and using the standard Huffman tree algorithm. Suppose, however, we were allowed to construct k different Huffman codes, and use the best one to compress each document. The Huffman code segmentation problem is to minimize the total compressed size given the Di and k 2 2. To see how the Huffman code segmentation problem might naturally arise, suppose we plan to design multiple preset Huffman codes for a large, arbitrary collection of documents, such as all Web pages. We might then sample n representative pages as a test set in order to develop our Huffman codes, which will be used over the larger class of documents. The Huffman code segmentation problem designs the IC best codes for this test set.
Theorem 3 T h e Huffman code segmentation problem is NP-hard.
Proof We reduce from catalog segmentation for the case k = 2. Recall for the catalog segmentation problem we have a ground set U with / U / = m and n subsets SI,. . . , S, of U . We wish to find two subsets X and Y of U with size r such that More specifically, let d be the smallest integer such that 2d+1 2 m + r .
Our alphabet C will consist of 2d+1 -r characters. The first m characters, 
Minimizing the compression is therefore equivalent to maximizing the result of the catalog segmentation problem. Also, the corresponding decision version, which asks if there is a pair of trees that compresses the documents down to t total bits, is clearly NPcomplete.
U
We note an obvious approximation result is that using one Huffman tree is at most rlog, kl bits per character worse than using k Huffman trees, since we could clearly combine the IC separate trees into a single super-tree. In other words, given the optimal Huffman trees for a given k , we could design a compression scheme where the first [log,k] bits would specify which of the k trees to use, and then use the appropriate codeword from that tree; the optimal single Huffman tree performs better than this solution. Proving better approximation results remains open question.
Preset dictionaries for Deflate
The ZLIB format was primarily designed for use with the DEFLATE procedure, an LZ77-based algorithm 111. Since the LZ77 format is standard and described fully in most basic compression texts (e.g., [4] ), we rely on an informal description here. As a document is sequentially compressed (or decompressed), there is a window into the previous stream of characters. The current sequence of characters can be compressed by providing a pointer into the window of the previous character stream and a length denoting how many characters starting from that pointer are the same as the current stream. The decompressor can use these pointers to efficiently reconstruct the original text. In this setting, a preset dictionary consists of a sequence of characters that the compressor and decompressor use as an implicit prefix to the stream to be compressed. As an example, we might expect most Web pages to include the character string "http://www" . Including this string in a preset dictionary may therefore improve compression. We note that finding even a single optimal preset dictionary for a given set of documents is non-trivial, and we do not currently know a solution. There are unusual subtleties, including how the position of the character sequence in the dictionary affects the amount of compression and possible overlaps of words. A natural approach for English text, however, is to find the most frequently used words and use them as the basis for a dictionary.
The LZ77 segmentation problem is to determine given IC 2 2 and a set of documents D1, Dz, . . . , D, over an alphabet C the k best preset dictionaries of size at most s, where the cost of compressing Di is taken to be the minimum number of bits over the choice of the IC dictionaries. When k 2 2, the problem is NP-hard.
Theorem 4 The LZ77 segmentatzon problem is NP-hard.
Proof
We again reduce from the catalog segmentation problem for k = 2. The main problem is to avoid complications introduced by string position and strings sharing characters (overlapping), so the corresponding compression problem matches the segmentation problem.
Given a catalog segmentation problem, we construct an LZ77 segmentation problem whose alphabet C has size ( z + 1)lUl for a value of z to be determined. For each U , in the ground set IUI we associate z + 1 distinct characters from C so that the characters associated with each U, are disjoint. That is, with U , we associate a string consisting of z occurrences of a boundary character WO, followed by the base string of z other characters associated with U,, followed again by z occurrences of the boundary character wo. For each set S, of the catalog segmentation problem, there is an associated document 0, constructed by concatenating all the strings associated with the elements of S,. We seek dictionaries with size rz. Note that as each string corresponding to a u i consists of distinct letters we avoid the problem of overlapping strings discussed above for the case of one dictionary. It is not too hard to see that the the optimal preset dictionaries consist of concatenated strings of length z, with each such string corresponding to the middle third of a string corresponding to some ui. Note first that no boundary character should be included in the preset dictionaries, as strings of consecutive boundary characters are easy to compress. (Indeed, the string of z successive boundary characters requires only O(1og 1x1 + log z ) bits; the first terms represents the cost of denoting the first appearance of the character, the second represents the cost of describing the length of the subsequent match.) Also, a preset dictionary should not contain substrings of base strings of size strictly less than z. Any such dictionary could be improved by replacing a subblock containing two or more base strings with a single base string, choosing the base string of the most frequent U , with characters in the subblock for the documents using that preset dictionary. Also, the value of z can be chosen sufficiently large (but still polynomial in the input size) so that the ordering of the strings in the preset dictionaries and the documents Dj has a lower order effect. Hence we can effectively ignore ordering, and focus instead on how many length z strings each document matches with each dictionary. This is because a failure to match a length z string corresponding to some ut will cost O(z1og 1x1) bits to write out the uncompressed characters, whereas a successful match will require O(1og T Z ) bits for the relevant pointers describing the location of the match and the length of the match. The number of matches is therefore the dominant term in the compressed size.
Hence, with these conditions, the compression gain for each document is proportional (up to lower order terms) to the number of strings in the document that are matched in the dictionary. The optimal solution to the LZ77 segmentation problem therefore naturally yields a corresponding optimal solution to the catalog segmentation problem. Each dictionary maps to a catalog by mapping length z strings of the same character in the dictionaries to items in the catalogs. 
Conclusions
Preset dictionaries have proven useful for various compression schemes, including JPEG and fax transmission. Using multiple preset dictionaries offers the potential for improved compression, and hence one might hope that optimal multiple preset dictionaries could easily be found. We have instead shown that the problem is NP-hard by showing a reduction to a simple and useful NP-hard problem, catalog segmentation.
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